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Bernard Stamm has a period of 24 hours (at the latest Thursday morning) after receipt of the decision to 

ask the same jury to reopen the investigation in accordance with Rule 66 of course stating the reasons. 

Without application to reopen at the end of this period, the decision will be considered final. The race 

committee has the same right.

Other competitors in the race also have this right, but within 6 hours from the receipt of the decision to 

seek redress if they feel aggrieved by the decision of the jury.

Here in detail the claim against the race committee Cheminées Poujoulat , the procedure, the facts, the 

conclusion and the jury's decision.

Claim against the Race Committee Cheminées Poujoulat

Procedure

The December 24, 2012 at 12:13, the race jury to send the report of an incident involving Cheminées 

Poujoulat in Auckland Islands.

24 12 to 15:07, the Race Committee sent the jury and the race intent to claim against Cheminées 

Poujoulat for an alleged breach of the Notice of Race 3.2.

24 12 to 3:53 p.m., the race director informed Cheminées Poujoulat intent to claim the Race Committee.

26 12 to 12:57, the jury asked Bernard Stamm to provide its comments on the complaint by inserting the 

report of the race on which the claim is based.

26 12 to 21:37, the Race Committee sent the full claim to the jury.

27 12 to 7:31, transfers to the jury Cheminées Poujoulat claim complete the Race Committee.

28 12 to 10:50, Regis Rassouli, team Cheminées Poujoulat , sends information to the jury saying that 

Bernard Stamm has taken the race and send his report about the incident as soon as possible.

29 12 to 10:40 Bernard Stamm sends its report to the jury.
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The independent international jury of the race, the race committee and the Vendée Globe 

organizers took the decision to disqualify Bernard Stamm for breach of Article 3.2 of the Notice 

of Race. Following the judgment of the skipper, December 23, south of Enderby Island 

(Auckland Islands) to repair its hydrogenerators, the race committee had claimed against

Cheminées Poujoulat for receiving assistance.
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Findings

22 12 Bernard Stamm decided to divert to Auckland Islands to repair his hydrogenerators.

To 23 12 to 04:00, Bernard Stamm sailing under its own power in the vicinity of Sandy Bay, preparing to 

wet.

At 4:53, Bernard Stamm is anchored in the bay after unsealed motor and heavy wetting.

At 20:00, Bernard Stamm noted the presence of a ship Russian scientist Professor Khoromov wet near his 

position.

Then, in the half-hour, Bernard Stamm notices that his boat is drifting.

Seeing that his boat drifting research vessel, Bernard Stamm calls by VHF. During the conversation with 

the crew, the latter asked him to moor his boat to the ship. Considering the urgency of the situation, 

Bernard Stamm decides to serve as an anchor of the ship and the crew informed of the decision by VHF.

Then Bernard Stamm prepares to restart the boat, sails prepares and delivers all its aircraft en route.

Coming out in the cockpit, Bernard Stamm sees a person boarded it and began to ascend the anchor.

Bernard Stamm starts the engine and put the autopilot, then goes back to the bow anchor.

Bernard Stamm decided not to ask the person to leave the board "Q hen I saw on board, I did not find 

any justified argument that the fact of the return of the board. '

Bernard Stamm returns to the engine controls and helm and the person throws the rode the bow of the 

boat to moor Russian.

Immediately after the person leaves Cheminées Poujoulat and down on his peumatique.

When the boat was moored properly behind Professor Khoromov , Bernard Stamm say hello to two people 

in the air, and they offer him their assistance. At this time, Bernard Stamm clearly explains the situation, 

it is racing, he is not entitled to anything as assistance.

Bernard Stamm believes that this was a case of force majeure for which he had to act so as to put the 

boat safe and not create problem in ship anchored nearby.

Conclusion

Moor on another boat is an offense in the first sentence of the Notice of Race 3.2.

By not asking the person on the boat to leave the board when he discovered Bernard Stamm has violated 

the second sentence of the Notice of Race 3.2.

The docking Cheminées Poujoulat to Professor Khoromov was made with the help of the person on board 

and the crew of Professor Khomorov . This constitutes a violation of the second sentence of the Notice of 

Race 3.2.

Although not required, the assistance of the crew received Cheminées Poujoulat to secure the boat to 

avoid creating problems  Professor Khoromov is an offense under the Notice of Race 3.2, and the physical 

contact with another boat dock, is an offense under the Notice of Race 3.2 and the Principle of the Notice 

of Race 3.

Decision 

Cheminées Poujoulat is disqualified from the Vendée Globe under the fourth sentence of the Notice of 

Race 3.2 and the sailing instruction 11.2.

Date January 1st, 2013 at 18:00

The International Jury 

Bernard Bonneau (FRA), Ana Sanchez (ESP), Trevor Lewis (GBR), Jack Lloyd (NZL) Georges Priol (FRA)
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